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ontinuing in 
our series of highlighting 
the delightful, behind-
the-scenes gems of  

St. George Village, this time we 
focus on our onsite wellness  
nurse, Janet Ostrozynski. Every 
day, Janet works toward her goal 
of keeping our residents in tip-
top shape by monitoring their 
overall health and well being, 
assessing and tracking changes in 
strength, mobility and balance, and 
providing medical care to those 
who need it. But beyond that,  
Janet is a resource and a respite  
for other needs.

“Nurse Janet always has an  
open door, with an encouraging 
word. She’s a helpful resource. 
She’s kindness personified,”  
said resident Helen Leach.  
“This place wouldn’t be the  
same without her.”

C

What is a Life Plan Community?  
Why is that Term Important?

You may have noticed that we always refer to St. George Village 
as a Life Plan community.  This is an important term because it 
refers to the value that comes from planning a secure future! 

We invite you to learn about the elements that comprise a Life 
Plan community, along with the steps required before you make  
the move to St. George Village. Our complimentary workshop 
will give you a thorough understanding of these key concepts 
and you’ll receive assistance in working through the process of 
determining which of our entrance plans is the best choice for you.

Workshops are offered every month with limited seating.  
Lunch and tour are included. Call Dawn to reserve your space: 
(678) 987-0409.

Discover the
Hidden Treasures  
of St. George Village



11350 Woodstock Road
Roswell, GA 30075
770.645.2340 | stgeorgevillage.org

St. George Village is sponsored by Catholic Continuing Care Retirement 
Communities, Inc., and managed by Wesley Woods Senior Living, Inc., 
of Atlanta.

Be Active, Be Engaged, Be at Home

Our pool area is extra-inviting with its beautiful 
new light blue walls! Resident input helped select 
this calm paint color that is reflected in the pool’s 
saline waters. 

This form of aquatic exercise uses 
slow, broad movements of the arms, 
legs and torso coordinated with deep 
breathing while standing in shoulder-
depth water to improve balance and 
promote relaxation. Ai Chi will be 
yet another opportunity for fun and 
fitness in our indoor saline pool!

Coming soon to our 
Wellness Exercise  
Program: Ai Chi  
Water Balance Class!

Our great success in helping 
residents live independently longer 

has resulted in a unique opportunity. 
We have a limited number of direct 
openings in our Friendship House 

memory support neighborhood.  
If you’re seeking a thriving memory 

care environment for a loved one, call  
(678) 987-0409 for qualifying details.

In a culture that typically views 
aging as a period of decline, the Eden 
Alternative philosophy asserts that 
no matter how old we are or what 

challenges we live with, life is about 
continuing to grow.

Have you seen…


